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Why?

ON FEBRUARY 15th, some 30 million people worldwide demonstrated against
the US invasion of Iraq. Protests in U.S. cities witnessed crowds that rivaled those
at the height of the Vietnam War, something extraordinary given that not a single

bullet had been fired or missile launched.

Why this passion? Why has the antiwar coalition blossomed from a ragtag assortment of
former hippies to a picture-perfect sampling of America itself—overflowing with anything
but the usual suspects: grandmothers, suit-and-tie Republicans, top brass military officials,
lifelong U.S. diplomats, and—most tellingly—thousands of war veterans who served in the
first Gulf War?

Why did France, Germany, Russia, China—and virtually every other country not bribed
and cajoled by the U.S.—declare an unshakeable resolve not to support this war? And
finally, why does the majority of every single country’s citizenry oppose this war, with the
notable exception of Israel?

Thousands of articles have been written about the invasion of Iraq. From this journalistic
flood tide, six of the best pieces have been selected, each challenging an aspect of the con-
ventional wisdom that clouds the present discourse. Robert Dreyfuss’s “The Thirty-Year
Itch” and William Clark’s “The Euro Effect” each analyze the role that the obsession for
oil-as-strategy plays in the war, going well beyond the simplistic and slogan-filled pieces
that purport to do the same. Pat Buchanan’s “Whose War?” answers what many Americans
have asked, squarely pointing the finger at a clique of influential, pro-empire, pro-Israel
members of the Bush administration. Eric Margolis’ “Is Tony Blair Crazy?” makes a mock-
ery of the claim that Iraq is a threat to world peace, and Edward Said’s “A Monument to
Hypocrisy” represents an eloquent bird’s-eye-view of the present state of affairs. Finally,
former House of Commons Leader Robin Cook’s “Why I Had to Leave the Cabinet” arti-
culates what 30 million-plus people now feel: Our governments no longer represent the will
of citizens.

The following pages represent an effort by ordinary people shocked at the extraordinary
injustice unfolding before our eyes. It took but a small boy to alert his elders that the em-
peror had no clothes. We hope these pages will reach someone like him. 

Someone you know may have missed this story. Send it to them.
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The Thirty-Year Itch
Robert Dreyfuss

Three decades ago, in the throes of the energy crisis, Washington’s hawks conceived of 
a strategy for US control of the Persian Gulf’s oil. Now, with the same strategists firmly
in control of the White House, the Bush administration is playing out their script for 
global dominance.

IF YOU WERE to spin the globe and look for real estate critical to building an
American empire, your first stop would have to be the Persian Gulf. The desert sands
of this region hold two of every three barrels of oil in the world—Iraq’s reserves alone

are equal, by some estimates, to those of Russia, the United States, China, and Mexico
combined. For the past 30 years, the Gulf has been in the crosshairs of an influential group
of Washington foreign-policy strategists, who believe that in order to ensure its global 
dominance, the United States must seize control of the region and its oil. Born during the 
energy crisis of the 1970s and refined since then by a generation of policymakers, this
approach is finding its boldest expression yet in the Bush administration—which, with its
plan to invade Iraq and install a regime beholden to Washington, has moved closer than any
of its predecessors to transforming the Gulf into an American protectorate. 

In the geopolitical vision driving current U.S. policy toward Iraq, the key to national secu-
rity is global hegemony—dominance over any and all potential rivals. To that end, the
United States must not only be able to project its military forces anywhere, at any time. It
must also control key resources, chief among them oil—and especially Gulf oil. To the
hawks who now set the tone at the White House and the Pentagon, the region is crucial not
simply for its share of the U.S. oil supply (other sources have become more important over
the years), but because it would allow the United States to maintain a lock on the world’s
energy lifeline and potentially deny access to its global competitors. The administration
“believes you have to control resources in order to have access to them,” says Chas
Freeman, who served as U.S. ambassador to Saudi Arabia under the first President Bush.
“They are taken with the idea that the end of the Cold War left the United States able to
impose its will globally—and that those who have the ability to shape events with power
have the duty to do so. It’s ideology.” 

Iraq, in this view, is a strategic prize of unparalleled importance. Unlike the oil beneath
Alaska’s frozen tundra, locked away in the steppes of central Asia, or buried under stormy
seas, Iraq’s crude is readily accessible and, at less than $1.50 a barrel, some of the cheap-
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est in the world to produce. Already, over the past several months, Western companies have
been meeting with Iraqi exiles to try to stake a claim to that bonanza. 

But while the companies hope to cash in on an American-controlled Iraq, the push to
remove Saddam Hussein hasn’t been driven by oil executives, many of whom are worried
about the consequences of war. Nor are Vice President Cheney and President Bush, both
former oilmen, looking at the Gulf simply for the profits that can be earned there. The
administration is thinking bigger, much bigger, than that. 

“Controlling Iraq is about oil as power, rather than oil as fuel,” says Michael Klare, pro-
fessor of peace and world security studies at Hampshire College and author of Resource
Wars. “Control over the Persian Gulf translates into control over Europe, Japan, and China.
It’s having our hand on the spigot.” 

Ever since the oil shocks of the 1970s, the United States has steadily been accumulating
military muscle in the Gulf by building bases, selling weaponry, and forging military part-
nerships. Now, it is poised to consolidate its might in a place that will be a fulcrum of the
world’s balance of power for decades to come. At a stroke, by taking control of Iraq, the
Bush administration can solidify a long-running strategic design. “It’s the Kissinger plan,”
says James Akins, a former U.S. diplomat. “I thought it had been killed, but it’s back.” 

Akins learned a hard lesson about the politics of oil when he served as a U.S. envoy in
Kuwait and Iraq, and ultimately as ambassador to Saudi Arabia during the oil crisis of 1973
and ‘74. At his home in Washington, D.C., shelves filled with Middle Eastern pottery and
other memorabilia cover the walls, souvenirs of his years in the Foreign Service. Nearly
three decades later, he still gets worked up while recalling his first encounter with the idea
that the United States should be prepared to occupy Arab oil-producing countries. 

In 1975, while Akins was ambassador in Saudi Arabia, an article headlined “Seizing Arab
Oil” appeared in Harper’s. The author, who used the pseudonym Miles Ignotus, was iden-
tified as “a Washington-based professor and defense consultant with intimate links to high-
level U.S. policymakers.” The article outlined, as Akins puts it, “how we could solve all our
economic and political problems by taking over the Arab oil fields [and] bringing in Texans
and Oklahomans to operate them.” Simultaneously, a rash of similar stories appeared in
other magazines and newspapers. “I knew that it had to have been the result of a deep back-
ground briefing,” Akins says. “You don’t have eight people coming up with the same
screwy idea at the same time, independently. 

“Then I made a fatal mistake,” Akins continues. “I said on television that anyone who
would propose that is either a madman, a criminal, or an agent of the Soviet Union.” Soon
afterward, he says, he learned that the background briefing had been conducted by his boss,
then-Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. Akins was fired later that year. 
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Kissinger has never acknowledged having planted the seeds for the article. But in an inter-
view with Business Week that same year, he delivered a thinly veiled threat to the Saudis,
musing about bringing oil prices down through “massive political warfare against countries
like Saudi Arabia and Iran to make them risk their political stability and maybe their secu-
rity if they did not cooperate.” 

In the 1970s, America’s military presence in the Gulf was virtually nil, so the idea of seiz-
ing control of its oil was a pipe dream. Still, starting with the Miles Ignotus article, and a
parallel one by conservative strategist and Johns Hopkins University professor Robert W.
Tucker in Commentary, the idea began to gain favor among a feisty group of hardline, pro-
Israeli thinkers, especially the hawkish circle aligned with Democratic senators Henry
Jackson of Washington and Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New York. 

Eventually, this amalgam of strategists came to be known as “neoconservatives,” and they
played important roles in President Reagan’s Defense Department and at think tanks and
academic policy centers in the 1980s. Led by Richard Perle, chairman of the Pentagon’s
influential Defense Policy Board, and Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, they
now occupy several dozen key posts in the White House, the Pentagon, and the State
Department. At the top, they are closest to Vice President Cheney and Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld, who have been closely aligned since both men served in the White
House under President Ford in the mid-1970s. They also clustered around Cheney when he
served as secretary of defense during the Gulf War in 1991. 

Throughout those years, and especially after the Gulf War, U.S. forces have steadily
encroached on the Gulf and the surrounding region, from the Horn of Africa to Central
Asia. In preparing for an invasion and occupation of Iraq, the administration has been build-
ing on the steps taken by military and policy planners over the past quarter century. 

Step one: The Rapid Deployment Force
In 1973 and ‘74, and again in 1979, political upheavals in the Middle East led to huge
spikes in oil prices, which rose fifteenfold over the decade and focused new attention on the
Persian Gulf. In January 1980, President Carter effectively declared the Gulf a zone of U.S.
influence, especially against encroachment from the Soviet Union. “Let our position be
absolutely clear,” he said, announcing what came to be known as the Carter Doctrine. “An
attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as
an assault on the vital interests of the United States of America, and such an assault will be
repelled by any means necessary, including military force.” To back up this doctrine, Carter
created the Rapid Deployment Force, an “over-the-horizon” military unit capable of rush-
ing several thousand U.S. troops to the Gulf in a crisis. 

Step two: The Central Command
In the 1980s, under President Reagan, the United States began pressing countries in the Gulf
for access to bases and support facilities. The Rapid Deployment Force was transformed into
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the Central Command, a new U.S. military command authority with responsibility for the
Gulf and the surrounding region from eastern Africa to Afghanistan. Reagan tried to organize
a “strategic consensus” of anti-Soviet allies, including Turkey, Israel, and Saudi Arabia. The
United States sold billions of dollars’ worth of arms to the Saudis in the early ‘80s, from
AWACS surveillance aircraft to F-15 fighters. And in 1987, at the height of the war between
Iraq and Iran, the U.S. Navy created the Joint Task Force-Middle East to protect oil tankers
plying the waters of the Gulf, thus expanding a U.S. naval presence  of just three or four war-
ships into a flotilla of 40-plus aircraft carriers, battleships, and cruisers. 

Step three: The Gulf War
Until 1991, the United States was unable to persuade the Arab Gulf states to allow a per-
manent American presence on their soil. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia, while maintaining its
close relationship with the United States, began to diversify its commercial and military
ties; by the time U.S. Ambassador Chas Freeman arrived there in the late ‘80s, the United
States had fallen to fourth place among arms suppliers to the kingdom. “The United States
was being supplanted even in commercial terms by the British, the French, even the
Chinese,” Freeman notes. 

All that changed with the Gulf War. Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states no longer opposed
a direct U.S. military presence, and American troops, construction squads, arms salesmen,
and military assistance teams rushed in. “The Gulf War put Saudi Arabia back on the map
and revived a relationship that had been severely attrited,” says Freeman. 

In the decade after the war, the United States sold more than $43 billion worth of weapons,
equipment, and military construction projects to Saudi Arabia, and $16 billion more to
Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, and the United Arab Emirates, according to data compiled by the
Federation of American Scientists. Before Operation Desert Storm, the U.S. military
enjoyed the right to stockpile, or “pre-position,” military supplies only in the compara-
ti-vely remote Gulf state of Oman on the Indian Ocean. After the war, nearly every coun-
try in the region began conducting joint military exercises, hosting U.S. naval units and 
Air Force squadrons, and granting the United States pre-positioning rights. “Our military
presence in the Middle East has increased dramatically,” then-Defense Secretary William
Cohen boasted in 1995. 

Another boost to the U.S. presence was the unilateral imposition, in 1991, of no-fly zones
in northern and southern Iraq, enforced mostly by U.S. aircraft from bases in Turkey and
Saudi Arabia. “There was a massive buildup, especially around Incirlik in Turkey, to police
the northern no-fly zone, and around [the Saudi capital of] Riyadh, to police the southern
no-fly zone,” says Colin Robinson of the Center for Defense Information, a Washington
think tank. A billion-dollar, high-tech command center was built by Saudi Arabia near
Riyadh, and over the past two years the United States has secretly been completing anoth-
er one in Qatar. The Saudi facilities “were built with capacities far beyond the ability of
Saudi Arabia to use them,” Robinson says. “And that’s exactly what Qatar is doing now.” 
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Step four: Afghanistan
The war in Afghanistan—and the open-ended war on terrorism, which has led to U.S.
strikes in Yemen, Pakistan, and elsewhere—further boosted America’s strength in the
region. The administration has won large increases in the defense budget—which now
stands at about $400 billion, up from just over $300 billion in 2000—and a huge chunk of
that budget, perhaps as much as $60 billion, is slated to support U.S. forces in and around
the Persian Gulf. Military facilities on the perimeter of the Gulf, from Djibouti in the Horn
of Africa to the island of Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean, have been expanded, and a web
of bases and training missions has extended the U.S. presence deep into central Asia. From
Afghanistan to the landlocked former Soviet republics of Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, 
U.S. forces have established themselves in an area that had long been in Russia’s sphere of
influence. Oil-rich in its own right, and strategically vital, central Asia is now the eastern
link in a nearly continuous chain of U.S. bases, facilities, and allies stretching from the
Mediterranean and the Red Sea far into the Asian hinterland. 

Step five: Iraq
Removing Saddam Hussein could be the final piece of the puzzle, cementing an American
imperial presence. It is “highly possible” that the United States will maintain military bases
in Iraq, Robert Kagan, a leading neoconservative strategist, recently told the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution. “We will probably need a major concentration of forces in the Middle
East over a long period of time,” he said. “When we have economic problems, it’s been
caused by disruptions in our oil supply. If we have a force in Iraq, there will be no disrup-
tion in oil supplies.” 

Kagan, along with William Kristol of the Weekly Standard, is a founder of the think tank
Project for the New American Century, an assembly of foreign-policy hawks whose sup-
porters include the Pentagon’s Perle, New Republic publisher Martin Peretz, and former
Central Intelligence Agency director James Woolsey. Among the group’s affiliates in the
Bush administration are Cheney, Rumsfeld, and Wolfowitz; I. Lewis Libby, the vice presi-
dent’s chief of staff; Elliott Abrams, the Middle East director at the National Security
Council; and Zalmay Khalilzad, the White House liaison to the Iraqi opposition groups.
Kagan’s group, tied to a web of similar neoconservative, pro-Israeli organizations, repre-
sents the constellation of thinkers whose ideological affinity was forged in the Nixon and
Ford administrations. 

To Akins, who has just returned from Saudi Arabia, it’s a team that looks all too familiar,
seeking to implement the plan first outlined back in 1975. “It’ll be easier once we have
Iraq,” he says. “Kuwait, we already have. Qatar and Bahrain, too. So it’s only Saudi Arabia
we’re talking about, and the United Arab Emirates falls into place.” 

!
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LAST SUMMER, Perle provided a brief glimpse into his circle’s thinking when he invi-
ted Rand Corporation strategist Laurent Murawiec to make a presentation to his Defense
Policy Board, a committee of former senior officials and generals that advises the Pentagon
on big-picture policy ideas. Murawiec’s closed-door briefing provoked a storm of criticism
when it was leaked to the media; he described Saudi Arabia as the “kernel of evil,” sug-
gested that the Saudi royal family should be replaced or overthrown, and raised the idea of
a U.S. occupation of Saudi oil fields. He ultimately lost his job when Rand decided he was
too controversial. 

Murawiec is part of a Washington school of thought that views virtually all of the nations
in the Gulf as unstable “failed states” and maintains that only the United States has the
power to forcibly reorganize and rebuild them. In this view, the arms systems and bases that
were put in place to defend the region also provide a ready-made infrastructure for taking
over countries and their oil fields in the event of a crisis. 

The Defense Department likely has contingency plans to occupy Saudi Arabia, says Robert
E. Ebel, director of the energy program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS), a Washington think tank whose advisers include Kissinger; former Defense
Secretary and CIA director James Schlesinger; and Zbigniew Brzezinski, Carter’s national
security adviser. “If something happens in Saudi Arabia,” Ebel says, “if the ruling family is
ousted, if they decide to shut off the oil supply, we have to go in.” 

Two years ago, Ebel, a former mid-level CIA official, oversaw a CSIS task force that
included several members of Congress as well as representatives from industry including
ExxonMobil, Arco, BP, Shell, Texaco, and the American Petroleum Institute. Its report,
“The Geopolitics of Energy Into the 21st Century,” concluded that the world will find itself
dependent for many years on unstable oil-producing nations, around which conflicts and
wars are bound to swirl. “Oil is high-profile stuff,” Ebel says. “Oil fuels military power,
national treasuries, and international politics. It is no longer a commodity to be bought 
and sold within the confines of traditional energy supply and demand balances. Rather, it
has been transformed into a determinant of well-being, of national security, and of interna-
tional power.” 

As vital as the Persian Gulf is now, its strategic importance is likely to grow exponentially
in the next 20 years. Nearly one out of every three barrels of oil reserves in the world lie
under just two countries: Saudi Arabia (with 259 billion barrels of proven reserves) and Iraq
(112 billion). Those figures may understate Iraq’s largely unexplored reserves, which
according to U.S. government estimates may hold as many as 432 billion barrels. 

With supplies in many other regions, especially the United States and the North Sea, nearly
exhausted, oil from Saudi Arabia and Iraq is becoming ever more critical — a fact duly noted
in the administration’s National Energy Policy, released in 2001 by a White House task force.
By 2020, the Gulf will supply between 54 percent and 67 percent of the world’s crude, the
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document said, making the region “vital to U.S. interests.” According to G. Daniel Butler, an
oil-markets analyst at the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), Saudi Arabia’s
production capacity will rise from its current 9.4 million barrels a day to 22.1 million over the
next 17 years. Iraq, which in 2002 produced a mere 2 million barrels a day, “could easily be a
double-digit producer by 2020,” says Butler. 

U.S. strategists aren’t worried primarily about America’s own oil supplies; for decades, the
United States has worked to diversify its sources of oil, with Venezuela, Nigeria, Mexico,
and other countries growing in importance. But for Western Europe and Japan, as well as
the developing industrial powers of eastern Asia, the Gulf is all-important. Whoever con-
trols it will maintain crucial global leverage for decades to come. 

Today, notes the EIA’s Butler, two-thirds of Gulf oil goes to Western industrial nations. By
2015, according to a study by the CIA’s National Intelligence Council, three-quarters of the
Gulf’s oil will go to Asia, chiefly to China. China’s growing dependence on the Gulf could
cause it to develop closer military and political ties with countries such as Iran and Iraq,
according to the report produced by Ebel’s CSIS task force. “They have different political
interests in the Gulf than we do,” Ebel says. “Is it to our advantage to have another com-
petitor for oil in the Persian Gulf?” 

David Long, who served as a U.S. diplomat in Saudi Arabia and as chief of the Near East
division in the State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research during the Reagan
administration, likens the Bush administration’s approach to the philosophy of Admiral
Mahan, the 19th-century military strategist who advocated the use of naval power to create
a global American empire. “They want to be the world’s enforcer,” he says. “It’s a world-
view, a geopolitical position. They say, ‘We need hegemony in the region.’” 

!

UNTIL THE 1970s, the face of American power in the Gulf was the U.S. oil industry, led
by Exxon, Mobil, Chevron, Texaco, and Gulf, all of whom competed fiercely with Britain’s
BP and Anglo-Dutch Shell. But in the early ‘70s, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and the other Gulf
states nationalized their oil industries, setting up state-run companies to run wells,
pipelines, and production facilities. Not only did that enhance the power of opec, enabling
that organization to force a series of sharp price increases, but it alarmed U.S. policy-
makers. 

Today, a growing number of Washington strategists are advocating a direct U.S. challenge
to state-owned petroleum industries in oil-producing countries, especially the Persian Gulf.
Think tanks such as the American Enterprise Institute, the Heritage Foundation, and CSIS
are conducting discussions about privatizing Iraq’s oil industry. Some of them have put for-
ward detailed plans outlining how Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and other nations could be forced to
open up their oil and gas industries to foreign investment. The Bush administration itself
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has been careful not to say much about what might happen to Iraq’s oil. But State
Department officials have had preliminary talks about the oil industry with Iraqi exiles, and
there have been reports that the U.S. military wants to use at least part of the country’s oil
revenue to pay for the cost of military occupation. 

“One of the major problems with the Persian Gulf is that the means of production are in the
hands of the state,” Rob Sobhani, an oil-industry consultant, told an American Enterprise
Institute conference last fall in Washington. Already, he noted, several U.S. oil companies
are studying the possibility of privatization in the Gulf. Dismantling government-owned oil
companies, Sobhani argued, could also force political changes in the region. “The begin-
ning of liberal democracy can be achieved if you take the means of production out of the
hands of the state,” he said, acknowledging that Arabs would resist that idea. “It’s going to
take a lot of selling, a lot of marketing,” he concluded. 

Just which companies would get to claim Iraq’s oil has been a subject of much debate. After
a war, the contracts that Iraq’s state-owned oil company has signed with European, Russian,
and Chinese oil firms might well be abrogated, leaving the field to U.S. oil companies.
“What they have in mind is denationalization, and then parceling Iraqi oil out to American
oil companies,” says Akins. “The American oil companies are going to be the main benefi-
ciaries of this war.” 

The would-be rulers of a post-Saddam Iraq have been thinking along the same lines.
“American oil companies will have a big shot at Iraqi oil,” says Ahmad Chalabi, leader of
the Iraqi National Congress, a group of aristocrats and wealthy Iraqis who fled the country
when its repressive monarchy was overthrown in 1958. During a visit to Washington last
fall, Chalabi held meetings with at least three major U.S. oil companies, trying to enlist their
support. Similar meetings between Iraqi exiles and U.S. companies have also been taking
place in Europe. 

“Iraqi exiles have approached us, saying, ‘You can have our oil if we can get back in
there,’” says R. Gerald Bailey, who headed Exxon’s Middle East operations until 1997.
“All the major American companies have met with them in Paris, London, Brussels, all
over. They’re all jockeying for position. You can’t ignore it, but you’ve got to do it on the
QT. And you can’t wait till it gets too far along.” 

But the companies are also anxious about the consequences of war, according to many
experts, oil-company executives, and former State Department officials. “The oil compa-
nies are caught in the middle,” says Bailey. Executives fear that war could create havoc in
the region, turning Arab states against the United States and Western oil companies. On the
other hand, should a U.S. invasion of Iraq be successful, they want to be there when the oil
is divvied up. Says David Long, the former U.S. diplomat, “It’s greed versus fear.” 

Ibrahim Oweiss, a Middle East specialist at Georgetown University who coined the term
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“petrodollar” and has also been a consultant to Occidental and BP, has been closely watch-
ing the cautious maneuvering by the companies. “I know that the oil companies are scared
about the outcome of this,” he says. “They are not at all sure this is in the best interests of
the oil industry.” 

Anne Joyce, an editor at the Washington-based Middle East Policy Council who has spo-
ken privately to top Exxon officials, says it’s clear that most oil-industry executives “are
afraid” of what a war in the Persian Gulf could mean in the long term—especially if 
tensions in the region spiral out of control. “They see it as much too risky, and they are risk
averse,” she says. “They think it has ‘fiasco’ written all over it.” 

[The Columbia Journalism Review has rated robert dreyfuss one of the “best unsung
investigative journalists working in print”. He is a regular contributor to Mother Jones.]

© mother jones 2003
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Whose War?
Patrick J. Buchanan

A neoconservative clique seeks to ensnare our country in a series of wars that are not in
America’s interest.

THE WAR PARTY may have gotten its war. But it has also gotten something it 
did not bargain for. Its membership lists and associations have been exposed and 
its motives challenged. In a rare moment in U.S. journalism, Tim Russert put this

question directly to Richard Perle: “Can you assure American viewers … that we’re in this 
situation against Saddam Hussein and his removal for American security interests? And
what would be the link in terms of Israel?”

Suddenly, the Israeli connection is on the table, and the War Party is not amused. Finding
themselves in an unanticipated firefight, our neoconservative friends are doing what comes
naturally, seeking student deferments from political combat by claiming the status of a per-
secuted minority group. People who claim to be writing the foreign policy of the world
superpower, one would think, would be a little more manly in the schoolyard of politics.
Not so.

Former Wall Street Journal editor Max Boot kicked off the campaign. When these
“Buchananites toss around ‘neoconservative’—and cite names like Wolfowitz and
Cohen—it sometimes sounds as if what they really mean is ‘Jewish conservative.’” Yet
Boot readily concedes that a passionate attachment to Israel is a “key tenet of neoconser-
vatism.” He also claims that the National Security Strategy of President Bush “sounds as if
it could have come straight out from the pages of Commentary magazine, the neocon bible.”
(For the uninitiated, Commentary, the bible in which Boot seeks divine guidance, is the
monthly of the American Jewish Committee.)

David Brooks of the Weekly Standard wails that attacks based on the Israel tie have put him
through personal hell: “Now I get a steady stream of anti-Semitic screeds in my e-mail, my
voicemail and in my mailbox. ... Anti-Semitism is alive and thriving. It’s just that its epi-
center is no longer on the Buchananite Right, but on the peace-movement left.”

Washington Post columnist Robert Kagan endures his own purgatory abroad: “In London
… one finds Britain’s finest minds propounding, in sophisticated language and melodious
Oxbridge accents, the conspiracy theories of Pat Buchanan concerning the ‘neoconserva-
tive’ (read: Jewish) hijacking of American foreign policy.”
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Lawrence Kaplan of the New Republic charges that our little magazine “has been trans-
formed into a forum for those who contend that President Bush has become a client of …
Ariel Sharon and the ‘neoconservative war party.’”

Referencing Charles Lindbergh, he accuses Paul Schroeder, Chris Matthews, Robert Novak,
Georgie Anne Geyer, Jason Vest of the Nation, and Gary Hart of implying that “members of
the Bush team have been doing Israel’s bidding and, by extension, exhibiting ‘dual loyal-
ties.’” Kaplan thunders:

The real problem with such claims is not just that they are untrue. The problem
is that they are toxic. Invoking the specter of dual loyalty to mute criticism and
debate amounts to more than the everyday pollution of public discourse. It is
the nullification of public discourse, for how can one refute accusations
grounded in ethnicity? The charges are, ipso facto, impossible to disprove.
And so they are meant to be.

What is going on here? Slate’s Mickey Kaus nails it in the headline of his retort: “Lawrence
Kaplan Plays the Anti-Semitic Card.”

What Kaplan, Brooks, Boot, and Kagan are doing is what the Rev. Jesse Jackson does when
caught with some mammoth contribution from a Fortune 500 company he has lately accused
of discriminating. He plays the race card. So, too, the neoconservatives are trying to fend off
critics by assassinating their character and impugning their motives.

Indeed, it is the charge of “anti-Semitism” itself that is toxic. For this venerable slander is
designed to nullify public discourse by smearing and intimidating foes and censoring and
blacklisting them and any who would publish them. Neocons say we attack them because
they are Jewish. We do not. We attack them because their warmongering threatens our 
country, even as it finds a reliable echo in Ariel Sharon.

And this time the boys have cried “wolf” once too often. It is not working. As Kaus notes,
Kaplan’s own New Republic carries Harvard professor Stanley Hoffman. In writing of the
four power centers in this capital that are clamoring for war, Hoffman himself describes the
fourth thus:

And, finally, there is a loose collection of friends of Israel, who believe in 
the identity of interests between the Jewish state and the United States …
These analysts look on foreign policy through the lens of one dominant con-
cern: Is it good or bad for Israel? Since that nation’s founding in 1948, these
thinkers have never been in very good odor at the State Department, but now
they are well ensconced in the Pentagon, around such strategists as Paul
Wolfowitz, Richard Perle and Douglas Feith.

“If Stanley Hoffman can say this,” asks Kaus, “why can’t Chris Matthews?” Kaus also
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notes that Kaplan somehow failed to mention the most devastating piece tying the neocon-
servatives to Sharon and his Likud Party.

In a Feb. 9 front-page article in the Washington Post, Robert Kaiser quotes a senior U.S.
official as saying, “The Likudniks are really in charge now.” Kaiser names Perle,
Wolfowitz, and Feith as members of a pro-Israel network inside the administration and adds
David Wurmser of the Defense Department and Elliott Abrams of the National Security
Council. (Abrams is the son-in-law of Norman Podhoretz, editor emeritus of Commentary,
whose magazine has for decades branded critics of Israel as anti-Semites.)

Noting that Sharon repeatedly claims a “special closeness” to the Bushites, Kaiser writes,
“For the first time a U.S. administration and a Likud government are pursuing nearly iden-
tical policies.” And a valid question is: how did this come to be, and while it is surely in
Sharon’s interest, is it in America’s interest?

This is a time for truth. For America is about to make a momentous decision: whether to
launch a series of wars in the Middle East that could ignite the Clash of Civilizations against
which Harvard professor Samuel Huntington has warned, a war we believe would be a
tragedy and a disaster for this Republic. To avert this war, to answer the neocon smears, we
ask that our readers review their agenda as stated in their words. Sunlight is the best disin-
fectant. As Al Smith used to say, “Nothing un-American can live in the sunlight.”

We charge that a cabal of polemicists and public officials seek to ensnare our country in a
series of wars that are not in America’s interests. We charge them with colluding with Israel
to ignite those wars and destroy the Oslo Accords. We charge them with deliberately dam-
aging U.S. relations with every state in the Arab world that defies Israel or supports the
Palestinian people’s right to a homeland of their own. We charge that they have alienated
friends and allies all over the Islamic and Western world through their arrogance, hubris,
and bellicosity.

Not in our lifetimes has America been so isolated from old friends. Far worse, President
Bush is being lured into a trap baited for him by these neocons that could cost him his office
and cause America to forfeit years of peace won for us by the sacrifices of two generations
in the Cold War.

They charge us with anti-Semitism—i.e., a hatred of Jews for their faith, heritage, or ances-
try. False. The truth is, those hurling these charges harbor a “passionate attachment” to a
nation not our own that causes them to subordinate the interests of their own country and
to act on an assumption that, somehow, what’s good for Israel is good for America. 

The Neoconservatives
Who are the neoconservatives? The first generation were ex-liberals, socialists, and Trots-
kyites, boat-people from the McGovern revolution who rafted over to the GOP at the end
of conservatism’s long march to power with Ronald Reagan in 1980.
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A neoconservative, wrote Kevin Phillips back then, is more likely to be a magazine editor
than a bricklayer. Today, he or she is more likely to be a resident scholar at a public policy
institute such as the American Enterprise Institute (AEI) or one of its clones like the Center
for Security Policy or the Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs (JINSA). As one
wag writes, a neocon is more familiar with the inside of a think tank than an Abrams tank.
Almost none came out of the business world or military, and few if any came out of the
Goldwater campaign. The heroes they invoke are Woodrow Wilson, FDR, Harry Truman,
Martin Luther King, and Democratic Senators Henry “Scoop” Jackson (Wash.) and Pat
Moynihan (N.Y.).

All are interventionists who regard Stakhanovite support of Israel as a defining characteris-
tic of their breed. Among their luminaries are Jeane Kirkpatrick, Bill Bennett, Michael
Novak, and James Q. Wilson.

Their publications include the Weekly Standard, Commentary, the New Republic, National
Review, and the editorial page of the Wall Street Journal. Though few in number, they
wield disproportionate power through control of the conservative foundations and maga-
zines, through their syndicated columns, and by attaching themselves to men of power.

Beating the War Drums
When the Cold War ended, these neoconservatives began casting about for a new crusade
to give meaning to their lives. On Sept. 11, their time came. They seized on that horrific
atrocity to steer America’s rage into all-out war to destroy their despised enemies, the Arab
and Islamic “rogue states” that have resisted U.S. hegemony and loathe Israel.

The War Party’s plan, however, had been in preparation far in advance of 9/11. And when
President Bush, after defeating the Taliban, was looking for a new front in the war on ter-
ror, they put their precooked meal in front of him. Bush dug into it.

Before introducing the script-writers of America’s future wars, consider the rapid and syn-
chronized reaction of the neocons to what happened after that fateful day.

On Sept. 12, Americans were still in shock when Bill Bennett told CNN that we were in “a
struggle between good and evil,” that the Congress must declare war on “militant Islam,”
and that “overwhelming force” must be used. Bennett cited Lebanon, Libya, Syria, Iraq,
Iran, and China as targets for attack. Not, however, Afghanistan, the sanctuary of Osama’s
terrorists. How did Bennett know which nations must be smashed before he had any idea
who attacked us?

The Wall Street Journal immediately offered up a specific target list, calling for U.S. air
strikes on “terrorist camps in Syria, Sudan, Libya, and Algeria, and perhaps even in parts
of Egypt.” Yet, not one of Bennett’s six countries, nor one of these five, had anything to do 
with 9/11.
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On Sept. 15, according to Bob Woodward’s Bush at War, “Paul Wolfowitz put forth mili-
tary arguments to justify a U.S. attack on Iraq rather than Afghanistan.” Why Iraq?
Because, Wolfowitz argued in the War Cabinet, while “attacking Afghanistan would be
uncertain … Iraq was a brittle oppressive regime that might break easily. It was doable.”

On Sept. 20, forty neoconservatives sent an open letter to the White House instructing
President Bush on how the war on terror must be conducted. Signed by Bennett, Podhoretz,
Kirkpatrick, Perle, Kristol, and Washington Post columnist Charles Krauthammer, the 
letter was an ultimatum. To retain the signers’ support, the president was told, he must tar-
get Hezbollah for destruction, retaliate against Syria and Iran if they refuse to sever ties 
to Hezbollah, and overthrow Saddam. Any failure to attack Iraq, the signers warned 
Bush, “will constitute an early and perhaps decisive surrender in the war on international
terrorism.”

Here was a cabal of intellectuals telling the Commander-in-Chief, nine days after an attack
on America, that if he did not follow their war plans, he would be charged with surrender-
ing to terror. Yet, Hezbollah had nothing to do with 9/11. What had Hezbollah done?
Hezbollah had humiliated Israel by driving its army out of Lebanon.

President Bush had been warned. He was to exploit the attack of 9/11 to launch a series of
wars on Arab regimes, none of which had attacked us. All, however, were enemies of Israel.
“Bibi” Netanyahu, the former Prime Minister of Israel, like some latter-day Citizen Genet,
was ubiquitous on American television, calling for us to crush the “Empire of Terror.” The
“Empire,” it turns out, consisted of Hamas, Hezbollah, Iran, Iraq, and “the Palestinian
enclave.”

Nasty as some of these regimes and groups might be, what had they done to the United
States?

The War Party seemed desperate to get a Middle East war going before America had sec-
ond thoughts. Tom Donnelly of the Project for the New American Century (PNAC) called
for an immediate invasion of Iraq. “Nor need the attack await the deployment of half a mil-
lion troops. … [T]he larger challenge will be occupying Iraq after the fighting is over,” he
wrote.

Donnelly was echoed by Jonah Goldberg of National Review: “The United States needs to
go to war with Iraq because it needs to go to war with someone in the region and Iraq makes
the most sense.”

Goldberg endorsed “the Ledeen Doctrine” of ex-Pentagon official Michael Ledeen, which
Goldberg described thus: “Every ten years or so, the United States needs to pick up some
small crappy little country and throw it against the wall, just to show we mean business.”
(When the French ambassador in London, at a dinner party, asked why we should risk
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World War III over some “shitty little country”—meaning Israel—Goldberg’s magazine
was not amused.)

Ledeen, however, is less frivolous. In The War Against the Terror Masters, he identifies the
exact regimes America must destroy:

First and foremost, we must bring down the terror regimes, beginning with
the Big Three: Iran, Iraq, and Syria. And then we have to come to grips with
Saudi Arabia … Once the tyrants in Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Saudi Arabia have
been brought down, we will remain engaged … We have to ensure the ful-
fillment of the democratic revolution … Stability is an unworthy American
mission, and a misleading concept to boot. We do not want stability in Iran,
Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and even Saudi Arabia; we want things to change. The
real issue is not whether, but how to destabilize.

Rejecting stability as “an unworthy American mission,” Ledeen goes on to define
America’s authentic “historic mission”:

Creative destruction is our middle name, both within our society and abroad.
We tear down the old order every day, from business to science, literature,
art, architecture, and cinema to politics and the law. Our enemies have
always hated this whirlwind of energy and creativity which menaces their
traditions (whatever they may be) and shames them for their inability to keep
pace … [W]e must destroy them to advance our historic mission.

Passages like this owe more to Leon Trotsky than to Robert Taft and betray a Jacobin streak
in neoconservatism that cannot be reconciled with any concept of true conservatism.

To the Weekly Standard, Ledeen’s enemies list was too restrictive. We must not only
declare war on terror networks and states that harbor terrorists, said the Standard, we should
launch wars on “any group or government inclined to support or sustain others like them in
the future.”

Robert Kagan and William Kristol were giddy with excitement at the prospect of
Armageddon. The coming war “is going to spread and engulf a number of countries … It
is going to resemble the clash of civilizations that everyone has hoped to avoid … [I]t is
possible that the demise of some ‘moderate’ Arab regimes may be just round the corner.”

Norman Podhoretz in Commentary even outdid Kristol’s Standard, rhapsodizing that we
should embrace a war of civilizations, as it is George W. Bush’s mission “to fight World
War IV—the war against militant Islam.” By his count, the regimes that richly deserve to
be overthrown are not confined to the three singled-out members of the axis of evil (Iraq,
Iran, North Korea). At a minimum, the axis should extend to Syria and Lebanon and Libya,
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as well as ‘“friends” of America like the Saudi royal family and Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak,
along with the Palestinian Authority. Bush must reject the “timorous counsels” of the
“incorrigibly cautious Colin Powell,” wrote Podhoretz, and “find the stomach to impose a
new political culture on the defeated” Islamic world. As the war against al-Qaeda required
that we destroy the Taliban, Podhoretz wrote,

We may willy-nilly find ourselves forced … to topple five or six or seven
more tyrannies in the Islamic world (including that other sponsor of terror-
ism, Yasir Arafat’s Palestinian Authority). I can even [imagine] the turmoil
of this war leading to some new species of an imperial mission for America,
whose purpose would be to oversee the emergence of successor govern-
ments in the region more amenable to reform and modernization than the
despotisms now in place … I can also envisage the establishment of some
kind of American protectorate over the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, as we
more and more come to wonder why 7,000 princes should go on being per-
mitted to exert so much leverage over us and everyone else.

Podhoretz credits Eliot Cohen with the phrase “World War IV.” Bush was shortly thereafter
seen carrying about a gift copy of Cohen’s book that celebrates civilian mastery of the 
military in times of war, as exhibited by such leaders as Winston Churchill and David Ben
Gurion.

A list of the Middle East regimes that Podhoretz, Bennett, Ledeen, Netanyahu, and the Wall
Street Journal regard as targets for destruction thus includes Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Sudan,
Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Hezbollah, Hamas, the Palestinian Authority, and
“militant Islam.”

Cui Bono? For whose benefit these endless wars in a region that holds nothing vital to
America save oil, which the Arabs must sell us to survive? Who would benefit from a war
of civilizations between the West and Islam?

Answer: one nation, one leader, one party. Israel, Sharon, Likud.

Indeed, Sharon has been everywhere the echo of his acolytes in America. In February 2003,
Sharon told a delegation of Congressmen that, after Saddam’s regime is destroyed, it is of
“vital importance” that the United States disarm Iran, Syria, and Libya.

“We have a great interest in shaping the Middle East the day after” the war on Iraq, Defense
Minister Shaul Mofaz told the Conference of Major American Jewish Organizations. After
U.S. troops enter Baghdad, the United States must generate “political, economic, diploma-
tic pressure” on Tehran, Mofaz admonished the American Jews.

Are the neoconservatives concerned about a war on Iraq bringing down friendly Arab 
governments? Not at all. They would welcome it.
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“Mubarak is no great shakes,” says Richard Perle of the President of Egypt. “Surely we can
do better than Mubarak.” Asked about the possibility that a war on Iraq—which he pre-
dicted would be a “cakewalk”—might upend governments in Egypt and Saudi Arabia, 
former UN ambassador Ken Adelman told Joshua Micah Marshall of Washington Monthly,
“All the better if you ask me.”

On July 10, 2002, Perle invited a former aide to Lyndon LaRouche named Laurent
Murawiec to address the Defense Policy Board. In a briefing that startled Henry Kissinger,
Murawiec named Saudi Arabia as “the kernel of evil, the prime mover, the most dangerous
opponent” of the United States.

Washington should give Riyadh an ultimatum, he said. Either you Saudis “prosecute or iso-
late those involved in the terror chain, including the Saudi intelligence services,” and end
all propaganda against Israel, or we invade your country, seize your oil fields, and occupy
Mecca.

In closing his PowerPoint presentation, Murawiec offered a “Grand Strategy for the Middle
East.” “Iraq is the tactical pivot, Saudi Arabia the strategic pivot, Egypt the prize.” Leaked
reports of Murawiec’s briefing did not indicate if anyone raised the question of how the
Islamic world might respond to U.S. troops tramping around the grounds of the Great
Mosque.

What these neoconservatives seek is to conscript American blood to make the world safe
for Israel. They want the peace of the sword imposed on Islam and American soldiers to die
if necessary to impose it.

Washington Times editor at large Arnaud de Borchgrave calls this the “Bush-Sharon
Doctrine.” “Washington’s ‘Likudniks,’” he writes, “have been in charge of U.S. policy in
the Middle East since Bush was sworn into office.”

The neocons seek American empire, and Sharonites seek hegemony over the Middle East.
The two agendas coincide precisely. And though neocons insist that it was Sept. 11 that
made the case for war on Iraq and militant Islam, the origins of their war plans go back far
before.

“Securing the Realm”
The principal draftsman is Richard Perle, an aide to Sen. Scoop Jackson, who, in 1970, was
overheard on a federal wiretap discussing classified information from the National Security
Council with the Israeli Embassy. In Jews and American Politics, published in 1974,
Stephen D. Isaacs wrote, “Richard Perle and Morris Amitay command a tiny army of
Semitophiles on Capitol Hill and direct Jewish power in behalf of Jewish interests.” In
1983, the New York Times reported that Perle had taken substantial payments from an
Israeli weapons manufacturer.
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In 1996, with Douglas Feith and David Wurmser, Perle wrote “A Clean Break: A New
Strategy for Securing the Realm,” for Prime Minister Netanyahu. In it, Perle, Feith, and
Wurmser urged Bibi to ditch the Oslo Accords of the assassinated Yitzak Rabin and adopt
a new aggressive strategy:

Israel can shape its strategic environment, in cooperation with Turkey and
Jordan, by weakening, containing, and even rolling back Syria. This effort can
focus on removing Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq—an important Israeli
strategic objective in its own right—as a means of foiling Syria’s regional
ambitions. Jordan has challenged Syria’s regional ambitions recently by 
suggesting the restoration of the Hashemites in Iraq.

In the Perle-Feith-Wurmser strategy, Israel’s enemy remains Syria, but the road to
Damascus runs through Baghdad. Their plan, which urged Israel to re-establish “the prin-
ciple of preemption,” has now been imposed by Perle, Feith, Wurmser & Co. on the United
States.

In his own 1997 paper, “A Strategy for Israel,” Feith pressed Israel to re-occupy “the areas
under Palestinian Authority control,” though “the price in blood would be high.”

Wurmser, as a resident scholar at AEI, drafted joint war plans for Israel and the United
States “to fatally strike the centers of radicalism in the Middle East. Israel and the United
States should … broaden the conflict to strike fatally, not merely disarm, the centers of radi-
calism in the region—the regimes of Damascus, Baghdad, Tripoli, Tehran, and Gaza. That
would establish the recognition that fighting either the United States or Israel is suicidal.”

He urged both nations to be on the lookout for a crisis, for as he wrote, “Crises can be
opportunities.” Wurmser published his U.S.-Israeli war plan on Jan. 1, 2001, nine months
before 9/11.

About the Perle-Feith-Wurmser cabal, author Michael Lind writes:

The radical Zionist right to which Perle and Feith belong is small in number
but it has become a significant force in Republican policy-making circles. It
is a recent phenomenon, dating back to the late 1970s and 1980s, when many
formerly Democratic Jewish intellectuals joined the broad Reagan coalition.
While many of these hawks speak in public about global crusades for
democracy, the chief concern of many such “neo-conservatives” is the
power and reputation of Israel.

Right down the smokestack.

Perle today chairs the Defense Policy Board, Feith is an Undersecretary of Defense, and
Wurmser is special assistant to the Undersecretary of State for Arms Control, John Bolton,
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who dutifully echoes the Perle-Sharon line. According to the Israeli daily newspaper
Ha’aretz, in late February,

U.S. Undersecretary of State John Bolton said in meetings with Israeli offi-
cials … that he has no doubt America will attack Iraq and that it will be 
necessary to deal with threats from Syria, Iran and North Korea afterwards.

On Jan. 26, 1998, President Clinton received a letter imploring him to use his State of the
Union address to make removal of Saddam Hussein’s regime the “aim of American foreign
policy” and to use military action because “diplomacy is failing.” Were Clinton to do that,
the signers pledged, they would “offer our full support in this difficult but necessary
endeavor.” Signing the pledge were Elliott Abrams, Bill Bennett, John Bolton, Robert
Kagan, William Kristol, Richard Perle, and Paul Wolfowitz. Four years before 9/11, the
neocons had Baghdad on their minds.

The Wolfowitz Doctrine
In 1992, a startling document was leaked from the office of Paul Wolfowitz at the Pentagon.
Barton Gellman of the Washington Post called it a “classified blueprint intended to help ‘set
the nation’s direction for the next century.’” The Wolfowitz Memo called for a permanent
U.S. military presence on six continents to deter all “potential competitors from even aspir-
ing to a larger regional or global role.” Containment, the victorious strategy of the Cold
War, was to give way to an ambitious new strategy designed to “establish and protect a new
order.”

Though the Wolfowitz Memo was denounced and dismissed in 1992, it became American
policy in the 33-page National Security Strategy (NSS) issued by President Bush on Sept.
21, 2002. Washington Post reporter Tim Reich describes it as a “watershed in U.S. foreign
policy” that “reverses the fundamental principles that have guided successive Presidents for
more than 50 years: containment and deterrence.”

Andrew Bacevich, a professor at Boston University, writes of the NSS that he marvels at
“its fusion of breathtaking utopianism with barely disguised machtpolitik. It reads as if it
were the product not of sober, ostensibly conservative Republicans but of an unlikely col-
laboration between Woodrow Wilson and the elder Field Marshal von Moltke.”

In confronting America’s adversaries, the paper declares, “We will not hesitate to act alone,
if necessary, to exercise our right of self-defense by acting preemptively.” It warns any
nation that seeks to acquire power to rival the United States that it will be courting war with
the United States:

[T]he president has no intention of allowing any nation to catch up with the
huge lead the United States has opened since the fall of the Soviet Union
more than a decade ago … Our forces will be strong enough to dissuade
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potential adversaries from pursuing a military buildup in hopes of surpas-
sing or equaling the power of the United States.

America must reconcile herself to an era of “nation-building on a grand scale, and with no
exit strategy,” Robert Kagan instructs. But this Pax Americana the neocons envision bids
fair to usher us into a time of what Harry Elmer Barnes called “permanent war for perma-
nent peace.”

The Munich Card
As President Bush was warned on Sept. 20, 2001, that he will be indicted for “a decisive
surrender” in the war on terror should he fail to attack Iraq, he is also on notice that pres-
sure on Israel is forbidden. For as the neoconservatives have played the anti-Semitic card,
they will not hesitate to play the Munich card as well. A year ago, when Bush called on
Sharon to pull out of the West Bank, Sharon fired back that he would not let anyone do to
Israel what Neville Chamberlain had done to the Czechs. Frank Gaffney of the Center for
Security Policy immediately backed up Ariel Sharon:

With each passing day, Washington appears to view its principal Middle
Eastern ally’s conduct as inconvenient—in much the same way London and
Paris came to see Czechoslovakia’s resistance to Hitler’s offers of peace in
exchange for Czech lands.

When former U.S. NATO commander Gen. George Jouwlan said the United States may
have to impose a peace on Israel and the Palestinians, he, too, faced the charge of appease-
ment. Wrote Gaffney,

They would, presumably, go beyond Britain and France’s sell-out of an ally
at Munich in 1938. The “impose a peace” school is apparently prepared to
have us play the role of Hitler’s Wehrmacht as well, seizing and turning over
to Yasser Arafat the contemporary Sudetenland: the West Bank and Gaza
Strip and perhaps part of Jerusalem as well.

Podhoretz agreed Sharon was right in the substance of what he said but called it politically
unwise to use the Munich analogy.

President Bush is on notice: Should he pressure Israel to trade land for peace, the Oslo for-
mula in which his father and Yitzak Rabin believed, he will, as was his father, be denounced
as an anti-Semite and a Munich-style appeaser by both Israelis and their neoconservatives
allies inside his own Big Tent.

Yet, if Bush cannot deliver Sharon there can be no peace. And if there is no peace in the
Mideast there is no security for us, ever—for there will be no end to terror. As most every
diplomat and journalist who travels to the region will relate, America’s failure to be even-
handed, our failure to rein in Sharon, our failure to condemn Israel’s excesses, and our
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moral complicity in Israel’s looting of Palestinian lands and denial of their right to self-
determination sustains the anti-Americanism in the Islamic world in which terrorists and
terrorism breed.

Let us conclude. The Israeli people are America’s friends and have a right to peace and
secure borders. We should help them secure these rights. As a nation, we have made a moral
commitment, endorsed by half a dozen presidents, which Americans wish to honor, not to
permit these people who have suffered much to see their country overrun and destroyed.
And we must honor this commitment.

But U.S. and Israeli interests are not identical. They often collide, and when they do, U.S.
interests must prevail. Moreover, we do not view the Sharon regime as “America’s best
friend.”

Since the time of Ben Gurion, the behavior of the Israeli regime has been Jekyll and Hyde.
In the 1950s, its intelligence service, the Mossad, had agents in Egypt blow up U.S. instal-
lations to make it appear the work of Cairo, to destroy U.S. relations with the new Nasser
government. During the Six Day War, Israel ordered repeated attacks on the undefended
USS Liberty that killed 34 American sailors and wounded 171 and included the machine-
gunning of life rafts. This massacre was neither investigated nor punished by the U.S. 
government in an act of national cravenness.

Though we have given Israel $20,000 for every Jewish citizen, Israel refuses to stop build-
ing the settlements that are the cause of the Palestinian intifada. Likud has dragged our good
name through the mud and blood of Ramallah, ignored Bush’s requests to restrain itself,
and sold U.S. weapons technology to China, including the Patriot, the Phoenix air-to-air
missile, and the Lavi fighter, which is based on F-16 technology. Only direct U.S. inter-
vention blocked Israel’s sale of our AWACS system.

Israel suborned Jonathan Pollard to loot our secrets and refuses to return the documents,
which would establish whether or not they were sold to Moscow. When Clinton tried to 
broker an agreement at Wye Plantation between Israel and Arafat, Bibi Netanyahu attempted
to extort, as his price for signing, release of Pollard, so he could take this treasonous snake
back to Israel as a national hero.

Do the Brits, our closest allies, behave like this?

Though we have said repeatedly that we admire much of what this president has done, he
will not deserve re-election if he does not jettison the neoconservatives’ agenda of endless
wars on the Islamic world that serve only the interests of a country other than the one he
was elected to preserve and protect.

[pat buchanan has been an advisor to three presidents and has thrice sought the office.
A founding panelist of four political television shows, he currently hosts MSNBC’s daily
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news program, “Buchanan & Press”, and appears on “The McLaughlin Group”. He
serves as an editor of the highly-regarded American Conservative, a magazine he helped
co-found.]
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Is Tony Blair Crazy,
or Just Plain Stupid?

Eric Margolis

TONY BLAIR, Britain’s prime minister, proposed a “compromise” last week to 
the deadlocked UN Security Council: President Saddam Hussein of Iraq should go
on TV and admit he had weapons of mass destruction and had committed other

transgressions. 

Blair’s offer, reeking of mock sincerity, was clearly crafted to dampen down a storm of
Labour party criticism over his sycophantic support of President George Bush’s impending
crusade against the Saracens of Iraq. But it was an offer Iraq was certain to reject, thus end-
ing diplomacy and opening the way to war.

Small wonder the French call Britain “perfidious Albion.” Blair’s demarche was high
hypocrisy, even by Downing Street’s usual standard. Why doesn’t the insufferably sancti-
monious Blair go on TV and explain why Britain still retains nuclear, chemical, and bio-
logical weapons in sizable quantities? Are they to stop a cross-channel invasion by France
or the Vikings? 

Perhaps Blair could discuss Winston Churchill’s plan to use poison gas against any German
landing in World War II. More to the point, Blair should explain why Britain and the U.S.
supplied Iraq with germ warfare agents and many of its chemical arms during the 1980s
(confirmed in U.S. Senate hearings). Or why British government technicians, discovered 
by this writer in Baghdad in 1990, were producing anthrax and Q-fever germ weapons for
Iraq?

Instead of harping on Iraq’s brutality, Blair might discuss Britain’s savaging of Ireland, bru-
tal colonial conquest of almost half the known world, the addiction of millions of Chinese
to British-grown opium, and crimes in India, Africa and Burma. And admit that some of
today’s worst political problems—Iraq, Palestine, Kashmir, India vs. Pakistan—are due to
British imperialism. 

Blair may well owe a political debt to the financiers and press barons who launched his
meteoric political career and badly want this war. 
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But plunging Britons into an unjust, unnecessary war to please these neo-imperialists is
intolerable.

The only other explanation—that Blair is doing all this out of conviction—is even more
frightening.

Bad enough born-again George Bush apparently believes he is commanded by God to go
to war. That his chief advisers on the Mideast seem to want to recreate biblical Israel. That
many of Bush’s core fundamentalist supporters believe this war will hasten the conversion
of Jews to Christianity and bring the world’s end through Armageddon. 

Blair is too intelligent to swallow such claptrap.

Every Iraqi “weapons of mass destruction site” claimed by British and U.S. intelligence has
thus far turned out, when inspected by the UN, to be clean. 

If Blair still believes these clearly debunked claims, he needs help. The CIA and MI-6 still
claim they know Iraq is still hiding stores of nerve gas. So then, why not give the locations
to UN inspectors?

Iraq’s feeble, 150-km range al-Samoud missiles might have exceeded their permitted range
by an inconsequential 10–15 km. Big deal. They are being destroyed. Worry instead about
North Korea’s new Taepodong-II missile, which the CIA says can deliver a nuclear war-
head to the United States. 

Unbelievably, Iraq-obsessed Bush dismisses menacing North Korea as only a “regional
problem.”

Saddam’s notorious “Winnebagos of death”—germ-making trucks—turned out, on inspec-
tion, to be mobile food testing labs. Last week’s U.S. and British-promoted canard, Iraq’s
“drones of death,” were three rickety model airplanes unworthy of World War I, rather than
dispensers of germs, as the Pentagon claimed. Only one had managed to fly—all of two
miles. 

Iraq’s only true potential weapon of mass destruction, VX nerve gas, remains an open ques-
tion. But Iraq lacks any offensive capability to deliver VX. Its sole use is as a defensive bat-
tlefield weapon, CIA Director George Tenet noted.

Iraq’s most important defector, Gen Hussein Kamel, who headed its biowarfare projects,
stated he personally supervised destruction of all of Iraq’s nerve gas in 1991, a fact not men-
tioned by the White House. 

Other experts say any germ or gas weapons held by Iraq have by now deteriorated through
age into inertness. As for Bush’s charge Saddam might give such weapons to anti-American
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groups, why didn’t he do so from 1990 to 2003, when the U.S. was daily bombing Iraq and
trying to overthrow his regime? Because he’s not suicidal.

Unable to locate Iraq’s U.S./British-supplied weapons, unable to link Iraq to Osama bin
Laden, Bush and Blair shifted gears. They now claim Iraq’s suffering people must be “lib-
erated.” But why weren’t they liberated when Saddam committed his worst rights violations
during the 1980s, when Iraq was a U.S./British ally? And what about the startling revela-
tion by the former CIA Iraq desk chief that the gassing death of 5,000 Kurds at Halabja; an
event endlessly reiterated by Bush—may have been accidentally caused by Iran, not Iraq?

As fast as one lie is exposed, more pop up. The U.S./British propaganda machine is relent-
less. For Bush, the war against Iraq will conveniently be both his re-election campaign and
culmination of biblical prophesy. For the far more worldly British leader, all we can say is
Blair, your pants are on fire. 

What next in this laughable, pre-war propaganda circus? Will Iraqis be accused of smoking
indoors or hiding lethal nail clippers? 

[eric margolis is a Vietnam veteran correspondent and independent columnist who has
covered the Middle East and Central Asia in the field for more than twenty years. His most
recent book is War at the Top of the World]

© eric margolis, the toronto sun
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A Monument to Hypocrisy
Edward Said

IT HAS FINALLY become intolerable to listen to or look at news in this country. I’ve
told myself over and over again that one ought to leaf through the daily papers and turn
on the TV for the national news every evening, just to find out what “the country” is

thinking and planning, but patience and masochism have their limits. Colin Powell’s UN
speech, designed obviously to outrage the American people and bludgeon the UN into
going to war, seems to me to have been a new low point in moral hypocrisy and political
manipulation. But Donald Rumsfeld’s lectures in Munich this past weekend went one step
further than the bumbling Powell in unctuous sermonising and bullying derision. For the
moment, I shall discount George Bush and his coterie of advisers, spiritual mentors, and
political managers like Pat Robertson, Franklin Graham, and Karl Rove: they seem to me
slaves of power perfectly embodied in the repetitive monotone of their collective
spokesman Ari Fliescher (who I believe is also an Israeli citizen). Bush is, he has said, in
direct contact with God, or if not God, then at least Providence. Perhaps only Israeli settlers
can converse with him. But the secretaries of state and defence seem to have emanated from
the secular world of real women and men, so it may be somewhat more opportune to linger
for a time over their words and activities. 

First, a few preliminaries. The US has clearly decided on war: there seem to be no two ways
about it. Yet whether the war will actually take place or not (given all the activity started,
not by the Arab states who, as usual, seem to dither and be paralysed at the same time, but
by France, Russia and Germany) is something else again. Nevertheless to have transported
200,000 troops to Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Qatar, leaving aside smaller deployments in
Jordan, Turkey and Israel can mean only one thing. 

Second, the planners of this war, as Ralph Nader has forcefully said, are chicken hawks, 
that is, hawks who are too cowardly to do any fighting themselves. Wolfowitz, Perle, 
Bush, Cheney and others of that entirely civilian group were to a man in strong favour 
of the Vietnam War, yet each of them got a deferment based on privilege, and therefore
never fought or so much as even served in the armed forces. Their belligerence is therefore
morally repugnant and, in the literal sense, anti-democratic in the extreme. What this unrep-
resentative cabal seeks in a war with Iraq has nothing to do with actual military considera-
tions. Iraq, whatever the disgusting qualities of its deplorable regime, is simply not an
imminent and credible threat to neighbours like Turkey, or Israel, or even Jordan (each of
which could easily handle it militarily) or certainly to the US. Any argument to the contrary
is simply a preposterous, entirely frivolous proposition. With a few outdated Scuds, and a
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small amount of chemical and biological material, most of it supplied by the US in earlier
days (as Nader has said, we know that because we have the receipts for what was sold to
Iraq by US companies), Iraq is, and has easily been, containable, though at unconscionable
cost to the long-suffering civilian population. For this terrible state of affairs I think it is
absolutely true to say that there has been collusion between the Iraqi regime and the
Western enforcers of the sanctions. 

Third, once big powers start to dream of regime change—a process already begun by the
Perles and Wolfowitzs of this country—there is simply no end in sight. Isn’t it outrageous
that people of such a dubious caliber actually go on blathering about bringing democracy,
modernisation, and liberalisation to the Middle East? God knows that the area needs it, as
so many Arab and Muslim intellectuals and ordinary people have said over and over. But
who appointed these characters as agents of progress anyway? And what entitles them to
pontificate in so shameless a way when there are already so many injustices and abuses in
their own country to be remedied? It’s particularly galling that Perle, about as unqualified 
a person as it is imaginable to be on any subject touching on democracy and justice, should
have been an election adviser to Netanyahu’s extreme right-wing government during the
period 1996-9, in which he counseled the renegade Israeli to scrap any and all peace
attempts, to annex the West Bank and Gaza, and try to get rid of as many Palestinians as
possible. This man now talks about bringing democracy to the Middle East, and does so
without provoking the slightest objection from any of the media pundits who politely
(abjectly) quiz him on national television. 

Fourth, Colin Powell’s speech, despite its many weaknesses, its plagiarised and manufac-
tured evidence, its confected audio-tapes and its doctored pictures, was correct in one thing.
Saddam Hussein’s regime has violated numerous human rights and UN resolutions. There
can be no arguing with that and no excuses can be allowed. But what is so monumentally
hypocritical about the official US position is that literally everything Powell has accused the
Ba’athists of has been the stock in trade of every Israeli government since 1948, and at no
time more flagrantly than since the occupation of 1967. Torture, illegal detention, assassi-
nation, assaults against civilians with missiles, helicopters and jet fighters, annexation of
territory, transportation of civilians from one place to another for the purpose of imprison-
ment, mass killing (as in Qana, Jenin, Sabra and Shatilla to mention only the most obvious),
denial of rights to free passage and unimpeded civilian movement, education, medical aid,
use of civilians as human shields, humiliation, punishment of families, house demolitions
on a mass scale, destruction of agricultural land, expropriation of water, illegal settlement,
economic pauperisation, attacks on hospitals, medical workers and ambulances, killing of
UN personnel, to name only the most outrageous abuses: all these, it should be noted with
emphasis, have been carried on with the total, unconditional support of the United States
which has not only supplied Israel with the weapons for such practices and every kind of
military and intelligence aid, but also has given the country upwards of $135 billion in 
economic aid on a scale that beggars the relative amount per capita spent by the US 
government on its own citizens. 
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This is an unconscionable record to hold against the US, and Mr Powell as its human sym-
bol in particular. As the person in charge of US foreign policy, it is his specific responsi-
bility to uphold the laws of this country, and to make sure that the enforcement of human
rights and the promotion of freedom—the proclaimed central plank in the US’s foreign pol-
icy since at least 1976—is applied uniformly, without exception or condition. How he and
his bosses and co- workers can stand up before the world and righteously sermonise against
Iraq while at the same time completely ignoring the ongoing American partnership in
human rights abuses with Israel defies credibility. And yet no one, in all the justified cri-
tiques of the US position that have appeared since Powell made his great UN speech, has
focused on this point, not even the ever-so- upright French and Germans. The Palestinian
territories today are witnessing the onset of a mass famine; there is a health crisis of cata-
strophic proportions; there is a civilian death toll that totals at least a dozen to 20 people a
week; the economy has collapsed; hundreds of thousands of innocent civilians are unable
to work, study, or move about as curfews and at least 300 barricades impede their daily
lives; houses are blown up or bulldozed on a mass basis (60 yesterday). And all of it with
US equipment, US political support, US finances. Bush declares that Sharon, who is a war
criminal by any standard, is a man of peace, as if to spit on the innocent Palestinians’ lives
that have been lost and ravaged by Sharon and his criminal army. And he has the gall to say
that he acts in God’s name, and that he (and his administration) act to serve “a just and faith-
ful God”. And, more astounding yet, he lectures the world on Saddam’s flouting of UN res-
olutions even as he supports a country, Israel, that has flouted at least 64 of them on a daily
basis for more than half a century.

But so craven and so ineffective are the Arab regimes today that they don’t dare state any
of these things publicly. Many of them need US economic aid. Many of them fear their own
people and need US support to prop up their regimes. Many of them could be accused of
some of the same crimes against humanity. So they say nothing, and just hope and pray that
the war will pass, while in the end keeping them in power as they are. 

But it is also a great and noble fact that for the first time since World War Two there are
mass protests against the war taking place before rather than during the war itself. This is
unprecedented and should become the central political fact of the new, globalised era into
which our world has been thrust by the US and its super-power status. What this demon-
strates is that despite the awesome power wielded by autocrats and tyrants like Saddam and
his American antagonists, despite the complicity of a mass media that has (willingly or
unwillingly) hastened the rush to war, despite the indifference and ignorance of a great
many people, mass action and mass protest on the basis of human community and human
sustainability are still formidable tools of human resistance. Call them weapons of the
weak, if you wish. But that they have at least tampered with the plans of the Washington
chicken hawks and their corporate backers, as well as the millions of religious monotheis-
tic extremists (Christian, Jewish, Muslim) who believe in wars of religion, is a great bea-
con of hope for our time. Wherever I go to lecture or speak out against these injustices I
haven’t found anyone in support of the war. Our job as Arabs is to link our opposition to
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US action in Iraq to our support for human rights in Iraq, Palestine, Israel, Kurdistan and
everywhere in the Arab world—and also ask others to force the same linkage on everyone,
Arab, American, African, European, Australian and Asian. These are world issues, human
issues, not simply strategic matters for the United States or the other major powers.

We cannot in any way lend our silence to a policy of war that the White House has openly
announced will include three to five hundred cruise missiles a day (800 of them during the
first 48 hours of the war) raining down on the civilian population of Baghdad in order to
produce “Shock and Awe”, or even a human cataclysm that will produce, as its boastful
planner a certain Mr (or is it Dr?) Harlan Ullman has said, a Hiroshima-style effect on the
Iraqi people. Note that during the 1991 Gulf War after 41 days of bombing Iraq this scale
of human devastation was not even approached. And the US has 6000 “smart” missiles
ready to do the job. What sort of God would want this to be a formulated and announced
policy for His people? And what sort of God would claim that this was going to bring
democracy and freedom to the people not only of Iraq but to the rest of the Middle East?

These are questions I won’t even try to answer. But I do know that if anything like this is
going to be visited on any population on earth it would be a criminal act, and its perpetra-
tors and planners war criminals according to the Nuremberg Laws that the US itself was
crucial in formulating. Not for nothing do General Sharon and Shaul Mofaz welcome the
war and praise George Bush. Who knows what more evil will be done in the name of Good?
Every one of us must raise our voices, and march in protest, now and again and again. We
need creative thinking and bold action to stave off the nightmares planned by a docile, pro-
fessionalised staff in places like Washington and Tel Aviv and Baghdad. For if what they
have in mind is what they call “greater security” then words have no meaning at all in the
ordinary sense. That Bush and Sharon have contempt for the non-white people of this world
is clear. The question is, how long can they keep getting away with it? 

[professor edward w. said holds the chair of English and Comparative Literature
at Columbia University, New York, and is the author of a number of works on contempo-
rary literature and culture, and Middle Eastern affairs.]

© february 14, 2003, al-ahram
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Why I Had to Leave the Cabinet
Robin Cook

IHAVE RESIGNED from the cabinet because I believe that a fundamental principle
of Labour’s foreign policy has been violated. If we believe in an international commu-
nity based on binding rules and institutions, we cannot simply set them aside when they

produce results that are inconvenient to us. 

I cannot defend a war with neither international agreement nor domestic support. I applaud
the determined efforts of the prime minister and foreign secretary to secure a second reso-
lution. Now that those attempts have ended in failure, we cannot pretend that getting a 
second resolution was of no importance. 

In recent days France has been at the receiving end of the most vitriolic criticism. However,
it is not France alone that wants more time for inspections. Germany is opposed to us.
Russia is opposed to us. Indeed at no time have we signed up even the minimum majority
to carry a second resolution. We delude ourselves about the degree of international hostil-
ity to military action if we imagine that it is all the fault of President Chirac. 

The harsh reality is that Britain is being asked to embark on a war without agreement in any
of the international bodies of which we are a leading member. Not Nato. Not the EU. And
now not the security council. To end up in such diplomatic isolation is a serious reverse.
Only a year ago we and the US were part of a coalition against terrorism which was wider
and more diverse than I would previously have thought possible. History will be astonished
at the diplomatic miscalculations that led so quickly to the disintegration of that powerful
coalition. 

Britain is not a superpower. Our interests are best protected, not by unilateral action, but by
multilateral agreement and a world order governed by rules. Yet tonight the international
partnerships most important to us are weakened. The European Union is divided. The secu-
rity council is in stalemate. Those are heavy casualties of war without a single shot yet
being fired. 

The threshold for war should always be high. None of us can predict the death toll of civil-
ians in the forthcoming bombardment of Iraq. But the US warning of a bombing campaign
that will “shock and awe” makes it likely that casualties will be numbered at the very least
in the thousands. Iraq’s military strength is now less than half its size at the time of the last
Gulf war. Ironically, it is only because Iraq’s military forces are so weak that we can even
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contemplate invasion. And some claim his forces are so weak, so demoralised and so badly
equipped that the war will be over in days. 

We cannot base our military strategy on the basis that Saddam is weak and at the same time
justify pre-emptive action on the claim that he is a serious threat. Iraq probably has no
weapons of mass destruction in the commonly understood sense of that term—namely, a
credible device capable of being delivered against strategic city targets. It probably does
still have biological toxins and battlefield chemical munitions. But it has had them since the
1980s when the US sold Saddam the anthrax agents and the then British government built
his chemical and munitions factories. 

Why is it now so urgent that we should take military action to disarm a military capacity
that has been there for 20 years and which we helped to create? And why is it necessary to
resort to war this week while Saddam’s ambition to complete his weapons programme is
frustrated by the presence of UN inspectors? 

I have heard it said that Iraq has had not months but 12 years in which to disarm, and our
patience is exhausted. Yet it is over 30 years since resolution 242 called on Israel to with-
draw from the occupied territories. 

We do not express the same impatience with the persistent refusal of Israel to comply. What
has come to trouble me most over past weeks is the suspicion that if the hanging chads in
Florida had gone the other way and Al Gore had been elected, we would not now be about
to commit British troops to action in Iraq. 

I believe the prevailing mood of the British public is sound. They do not doubt that Saddam
Hussein is a brutal dictator. But they are not persuaded he is a clear and present danger to
Britain. They want the inspections to be given a chance. And they are suspicious that they
are being pushed hurriedly into conflict by a US administration with an agenda of its own.
Above all, they are uneasy at Britain taking part in a military adventure without a broader
international coalition and against the hostility of many of our traditional allies. It has been
a favourite theme of commentators that the House of Commons has lost its central role in
British politics. Nothing could better demonstrate that they are wrong than for parliament
to stop the commitment of British troops to a war that has neither international authority nor
domestic support. 

[robin cook is the former British Foreign Secretary, and until this article was leader of
the House of Commons.]

© tuesday march 18, 2003, the guardian
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The Euro Effect: The Real Reason
for the War in Iraq

William Clark

IF A NATION expects to be ignorant and free, it expects what never was and never 
will be … The People cannot be safe without information. When the press is free, and
every man is able to read, all is safe.” Those words by Thomas Jefferson embody the

unfortunate state of affairs that have beset our nation. As our government prepares to go 
to war with Iraq, our country seems unable to answer even the most basic questions about
this war. 

First, why is there virtually no international support to topple Saddam? If Iraq’s weapons of
mass destruction (WMD) program truly possessed the threat level that President Bush has
repeatedly purported, why is there no international coalition to militarily disarm Saddam?

Secondly, despite over 300 unfettered U.N inspections to date, there has been no evidence
reported of a reconstituted Iraqi WMD program. 

Third, and despite Bush’s rhetoric, the CIA has not found any links between Saddam
Hussein and Al Qaeda. To the contrary, some analysts believe it is far more likely Al Qaeda
might acquire an unsecured former Soviet Union Weapon(s) of Mass Destruction, or poten-
tially from sympathizers within a destabilized Pakistan. 

Moreover, immediately following Congress’s vote on the Iraq Resolution, we suddenly
became aware of North Korea’s nuclear program violations. Kim Jong Il is processing ura-
nium in order to produce nuclear weapons this year. President Bush has not provided a
rationale answer as to why Saddam’s seemingly dormant WMD program possesses a more
imminent threat that North Korea’s active program. Strangely, Donald Rumsfeld suggested
that if Saddam were ‘exiled’ we could avoid an Iraq war. 

Confused yet? Well, I’m going to give their game away—the core driver for toppling
Saddam is actually the euro currency. 

Although completely suppressed in the U.S. media, the answer to the Iraq enigma is simple
yet shocking. The upcoming war in Iraq war is mostly about how the ruling class at Langley
and the Bush oligarchy view hydrocarbons at the geo-strategic level, and the overarching
macroeconomic threats to the U.S. dollar from the euro. 
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The Real Reason for this upcoming war is this administration’s goal of preventing further
OPEC momentum towards the euro as an oil transaction currency standard. However, in
order to pre-empt OPEC, they need to gain geo-strategic control of Iraq along with its 2nd
largest proven oil reserves. 

This lengthy essay will discuss the macroeconomics of the ‘petro-dollar’ and the unpubli-
cized but real threat to U.S. economic hegemony from the euro as an alternative oil trans-
action currency. The following is how an astute and anonymous friend alluded to the unspo-
ken truth about this upcoming war with Iraq: 

The Federal Reserve’s greatest nightmare is that OPEC will switch its inter-
national transactions from a dollar standard to a euro standard. Iraq actually
made this switch in Nov. 2000 (when the euro was worth around 80 cents),
and has actually made off like a bandit considering the dollar’s steady depre-
ciation against the euro. (Note: the dollar declined 17% against the euro in
2002.

The real reason the Bush administration wants a puppet government in 
Iraq—or more importantly, the reason why the corporate-military-industrial
network conglomerate wants a puppet government in Iraq—is so that it will
revert back to a dollar standard and stay that way.” (While also hoping to
veto any wider OPEC momentum towards the euro, especially from Iran—
the 2nd largest OPEC producer who is actively discussing a switch to euros
for its oil exports). 

Furthermore, despite Saudi Arabia being our ‘client state,’ the Saudi regime appears
increasingly weak, threatened from massive civil unrest. Some analysts believe a ‘Saudi
Revolution’ might be plausible in the aftermath of an unpopular U.S. invasion of Iraq (ie.
Iran circa 1979).

Undoubtedly, the Bush administration is acutely aware of these risks. Hence, the neo-con-
servative framework entails a large and permanent military presence in the Persian Gulf
region in a post Saddam era, just in case we need to surround and grab Saudi’s oil fields in
the event of a coup by an anti-western group. But first back to Iraq. 

Saddam sealed his fate when he decided to switch to the euro in late 2000
(and later converted his $10 billion reserve fund at the U.N. to euros)—at
that point, another manufactured Gulf War become inevitable under Bush 
II. Only the most extreme circumstances could possibly stop that now and 
I strongly doubt anything can—short of Saddam getting replaced with a 
pliant regime.
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Big Picture Perspective: Everything else aside from the reserve currency 
and the Saudi/Iran oil issues (i.e. domestic political issues and international
criticism) is peripheral and of marginal consequence to this administration.
Further, the dollar-euro threat is powerful enough that they will rather risk
much of the economic backlash in the short-term to stave off the long-term
dollar crash of an OPEC transaction standard change from dollars to euros.
All of this fits into the broader Great Game that encompasses Russia, India,
China.

This information about Iraq’s oil currency is censored by the U.S. media and the Bush
administration as the truth could potentially curtail both investor and consumer confidence,
reduce consumer borrowing/spending, create political pressure to form a new energy poli-
cy that slowly weans us off middle-eastern oil, and of course stop our march towards war
in Iraq. This quasi ‘state secret’ can be found on a Radio Free Europe article discussing
Saddam’s switch for his oil sales from dollars to the euros on Nov. 6, 2000: 

Baghdad’s switch from the dollar to the euro for oil trading is intended to
rebuke Washington’s hard-line on sanctions and encourage Europeans to
challenge it. But the political message will cost Iraq millions in lost revenue.
RFE/ RL correspondent Charles Recknagel looks at what Baghdad will gain
and lose, and the impact of the decision to go with the European currency.

At the time of the switch many analysts were surprised that Saddam was willing to give up
millions in oil revenue for what appeared to be a political statement. However, contrary to
one of the main points of this November 2000 article, the steady depreciation of the dollar
versus the euro since late 2001 means that Iraq has profited handsomely from the switch 
in their reserve and transaction currencies. The euro has gained roughly 17% against the
dollar in that time, which also applies to the $10 billion in Iraq’s U.N. ‘oil for food’ reserve
fund that was previously held in dollars has also gained that same percent value since 
the switch. What would happen if OPEC made a sudden switch to euros, as opposed to a
gradual transition? 

Otherwise, the effect of an OPEC switch to the euro would be that oil-con-
suming nations would have to flush dollars out of their (central bank) reserve
funds and replace these with euros. The dollar would crash anywhere from
20–40% in value and the consequences would be those one could expect
from any currency collapse and massive inflation (think Argentina currency
crisis, for example). You’d have foreign funds stream out of the U.S. stock
markets and dollar denominated assets, there’d surely be a run on the banks
much like the 1930s, the current account deficit would become unservice-
able, the budget deficit would go into default, and so on. Your basic 3rd
world economic crisis scenario.
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The United States economy is intimately tied to the dollar’s role as reserve
currency. This doesn’t mean that the U.S. couldn’t function otherwise, but
that the transition would have to be gradual to avoid such dislocations (and
the ultimate result of this would probably be the U.S. and the E.U. switch-
ing roles in the global economy).

In the aftermath of toppling Saddam it is clear the U.S. will keep a large and permanent 
military force in the Persian Gulf. Indeed, there is no ‘exit strategy’ in Iraq, as the military
will be needed to protect the newly installed Iraqi regime, and perhaps send a message to
other OPEC producers that they might receive ‘regime change’ if they convert their oil
exports to the euro. . . . 

[william clark holds an MBA, and is presently a graduate student of Information
Technology/Information Security. The rest of his piece is lengthier than the present format
permits, but essential for a grasp of the economic issues. Read it at http://www.ratical.org/
ratville/CAH/ RRiraqWar.html ]
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Summary of “Guide”

TO SUMMARIZE the preceding articles, the Bush Administration has decided to
war upon Iraq because it sees a need for the U.S. Government to control oil supplies
and ensure the maintenance of the dollar as the international reserve currency.

Negotiation with other nations seems beyond its capacity, and it thinks that if it fails at war,
the American economy will have to transform itself or take a very hard blow, and the U.S.
will lose its political and economic hegemony over the world.

The “neo-conservatives” in the Bush administration who are the prime movers of the
“war policy” are politically linked to Israel. Their commitment to war seems clearly based
on the need they perceive for continued U.S. military and economic supremacy so it can
continue financing Israel, allow it to pursue its policies unquestioned, and maintain its
power in the Middle East. The U.S. has so far given Israel a total of 135 billion dollars,
some $20,000 of its money per Israeli citizen; and a change in the status of the U.S. will
mean a drastic change in the status of Israel. This appears to be why the “neo-conserva-
tives” do not want a reform in the global monetary system, or that OPEC be allowed to
switch to the euro to pay for its oil. That is the connecting thread between the seemingly
disparate causes of war documented in these articles. 

There are many people today to whom American bombs and missiles are the greatest
threat to their societies and lives. Instead of sitting down with them and negotiating to buy
their resources from them at a fair price, our leadership has opted for dropping explosives
on them, shooting bullets through them, and preventing food from reaching them in a vain
attempt to perpetuate the past.

Is this what we stand for? And how much of it do we need to stand for? 
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